Technique of Granulation Tissue Genesis from Diploe
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Abstract

Introduction: Many techniques are used in surgery for importing scalp losses. Microsurgery reinsertion dominates these techniques. When reinsertion is not possible, other alternatives are available. Among these is the production of the granulation tissue by diploic perforation. Many authors have reported this technic without explaining the physiological mechanisms that contribute to the genesis of this granulation tissue from the diploe. We intend to recall them.

Patients and Methods: This was a series of 3 cases supported by significant loss of the scalp. The technic consisted in making trepan drill holes and carrying the outer table to the diploe by using a Doyen drill. Then fat dressings were applied every other day until the formation of granulation tissue over the entire loss of tissue surface.

Observations: Three patients benefited from this technique, 2 traumatic and the other one iatrogenic after a scalp tumor excision. The missing area of traumatic wounds was estimated at 18 and 25 cm² respectively. The third patient had a loss of scalp after surgical removal of an ulcerous-budding tumor of the scalp without any impacting the skull. Granulation tissue was obtained in all cases after an average of 30 days. There was no infection. Two patients were grafted with favorable progress and one patient went under indirect wound healing.

Conclusion: The ability of the diploe to generate granulation tissue is due to its intrinsic anatomical and functional potentialities. This is a technic of last resort when conventional reconstructive surgery is contraindicated for several reasons.
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1. Introduction

The scalp is the skin on the head that grows the hair. Adult scalp has a surface
area of about 800 cm², representing 5% of the total body surface area with a thickness of about 6 mm. Many techniques apply to surgery of the scalp when there is large loss of tissue. Scalp reinsertion microsurgery dominates all scalp surgery techniques in cases of total avulsion [1] [2]. When reinsertion is not possible for several reasons [1], other alternatives are available depending on whether the pericranium is intact or not [3] [4] [5]. Among these, the production of the granulating tissue by diploic perforation, as a base for a skin graft can be used [6] [7] [8]. It is an old technique, often unknown to neurosurgeons, who are sometimes confronted with the lack of closure, especially in scalp tumor excision. Many authors have reported this technique without explaining the physiological mechanisms that contribute to the genesis of this granulating tissue from the diploe. We intend to recall them through this study.

2. Patients and Methods

This was a series of 3 cases that has gone under care for significant loss of scalp tissue. The technique consisted in making trepan drill holes and carrying the outer table to the diploe by using a Doyen drill (Figure 1). Then fat dressings were applied every other day until the formation of granulating tissue over the entire loss of tissue surface (Figure 2). The third step was to make skin grafts.

3. Result

Three patients of two women and one man had gone under care in the neurological and surgical department for significant loss of scalp tissue, 2 from traumatic origin and the other one iatrogenic after a scalp tumor excision. The two traumatic wounds were readmitted in our department after an initial management in a remote hospital respectively after one and two weeks of the trauma. This was a secondary necrosis of the scalp after debridement. The missing area was estimated at 18 and 25 cm² respectively. Patients underwent stripping and excision with the periosteum first, followed by a diploic perforation. The third patient benefitted from this technique after surgical removal...
Figure 2. Budding granulation tissue ready for skin grafting (a), (b).

of an ulcerous-budding tumor of the scalp without any impacting the skull. Granulation tissue was obtained in all cases after an average of 30 days (Figure 2). There was no infection. Two patients were grafted with favorable progress and one patient went under indirect wound healing.

4. Discussion

The formation of granulating tissue is carried out in 3 successive phases: formation of blood clot, inflammatory reaction and proliferative phase. After a tissue wound, coagulation leads to the formation of a blood fibrino-platelet clot throughout platelets degranulation and aggregation. This clot will constitute a temporary matrix allowing migration of endothelial cells, inflammatory cells and fibroblasts. The growth factors released by platelet degranulation stimulate the angiogenic response. The clot will shrink and the underlying connective tissue is called granulating tissue because of the pink granulations that correspond to the numerous capillaries that invade it [9] [10]. The capacity of the diploe to generating a granulating tissue comes from 2 potentialities: its abundance in blood vessels and stem cells [11]. The diploe contains veins that form blood lakes which are discharged into the cranial sinuses. These diploic veins are grouped in frontal, anterior temporal, posterior and occipital veins. Their size is inverse to age, almost nil for the fetus, they grow and develop as the bones of the skull become thicker and more completely united [12]. Thus the ablation of the outer table of the skull by perforation or milling gives access to these diploic veins which can directly feed an immediate skin graft on one hand [6]; and on the other hand constitutes a tissue wound in which will trigger the repair process conducting to the formation of granulation tissue [13] [14] [15] (Figure 3). The diploe composed of spongy bones also contains mesenchymal and hematopoietic pluripotent stem cells. These pluripotent cells have the ability to differentiate themselves into many cell types according to site needs and stimuli [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. Thus, exposing this spongy tissue after ablation of the
Figure 3. Diagrams illustrating the different stages of formation of the granulation tissue. Perforation of the diploe containing venous lakes (a) which triggers the influx of inflammatory and multipotent cells (b) resulting in the formation of a granulation tissue (c).

external table leads the cell differentiation towards the formation of granulation tissue. This technic requires regular dressing changes to maintain a moist environment [7] [19]. All kind of dressing may be used if only are they occlusive. However, hydrocolloid and impregnated dressings can be used to stimulate the formation of granulation tissue. The VAC system can also be used to shorten delays but has never been attempted on the head. This technic is only recommended in absence of the pericranium because the granulation tissue can also come from the periosteum when it is intact [20]. The principle is not crossing the internal table to limit the infectious and vascular risks. The disadvantage of this technic is the long delay before obtaining granulation tissue which exposes to infections and long term hospitalization [21].

5. Conclusion

The ability of the diploe which is a bony structure to generate granulation tissue is due to its intrinsic anatomical and functional potentialities. Budding from the diploe is a simple and historical technic. It is little known to neurosurgeons because of the rarity of complete scalp avulsion. It is used mainly in total avulsion of the scalp, but also in large loss when other technical alternatives are not available. This is a technic of last resort when conventional reconstructive surgery is contraindicated for several reasons.
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